
 

 

Matsudo Firework Festival in 2015 

～Everybody’s “Dream Fireworks” ～ 

 

 

 

Date   August 1 (Sat)  

        [to be postponed to August 2 (Sun) in case of bad weather or heavy wind] 

Time   1915 ～ 2020 hours 

Site   Edogawa Riverside Area (just ahead of Matsudo Central Library facing the  

       riverside) 

       ＊We are still looking for sponsors who kindly sponsor Matsudo Firework 

         Festival until July 31 (Fri). ＊However, application for special favors 

         such as printing your name in the program has already been closed.  

 

Guidance for the event on the day  Tel 0180-99-1480   

When it is decided to hold the event, a firecracker will be displayed at 1500 hours 

on the day at the Edogawa riverside area. 

 

Inquiries to  Matsudo Firework Festival Executive Committee (or Matsudo Hanabi 

Taikai Jikkou Iinkai Jimukyoku) (care of Culture & Tourism Section)   
Tel 366-7327  

 

● A lot of crowd is expected on the day, so visitors are advised to be careful with 

any injuries or missing children. 

● Please throw trash into the designated trash boxes after separating it type-wise. 

● Please come by public transport 

● You can’t save a place for viewing beforehand until 1400 hours of the day before 

the event day. 

● Don’t bring in and fly any small-sized drones as they may cause any threatening  

accidents. 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

2015 英 7.27 ～みんなであげる夢花火～松戸花火大会イン 2015 

http://www.irasutoya.com/2012/03/blog-post_6144.html
http://www.irasutoya.com/2012/06/blog-post_04.html


 

Heavy Rain, Major Typhoon --- What Do You Do When Hit by Them? 

 

Please Take Evacuation Action According to 

Information issued by the City 
 

 

 

Evacuation preparation   

Please get ready so that you can evacuate anytime. Please listen carefully to public 

information announced by radio, TV and the City. Aged people, people requiring  

assistance and their supporters who require more time to evacuate should start 

evacuating immediately. 

 

 

Evacuation advisories  

This situation signifies that there is an extremely strong possibility that a disaster 

would happen. In principle, please evacuate to the designated evacuation site. Or  

stay in the building after securing safety.    

 

 

Evacuation orders 

This situation signifies that there is an extremely strong possibility that a disaster 

would happen, or actually there happened a human victim. All those who are still  

staying in an unsafe place should evacuate immediately. If you don’t have enough  

time to evacuate, please stay in the building after securing safety. 

＊In case an unexpected abnormal weather suddenly occurred, there may be a case 

where an evacuation information from the City does not reach you in time. So, when  

you get a feeling of any danger, you are requested to evacuate by your own judgement 

to a safe place such as a house of your family, friend or nearest evacuation site 

as quickly as possible. 

 

Inquiries to  Kikikanri-ka  366-7309 
 

 

 

 

2015 英 7.27 大雨 大型台風 そのときどうする？ 
 

http://www.irasutoya.com/2012/11/blog-post_2.html
http://www.irasutoya.com/2012/11/blog-post_2.html
http://www.irasutoya.com/2012/11/blog-post_2.html
http://www.irasutoya.com/2014/10/blog-post_240.html

